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Edito
This report is written in a time when we are living a
health crisis touching all the planet. This period shows
us the importance of a rich company culture which helps
us to adapt, to protect our employees and capacity to
mitigate its risk and crisis. A key aspect of the Berner
Group’s corporate culture is social responsibility. It
involves our employees and managers throughout
Europe. We strongly believe that a strong culture and
good values are essential. They enable us to shape
change together and move forward. But before we
continue to move forward, let us, in this Sustainable
Development Report, have a look at the year that has
passed, fiscal year 2019-2020. Our social commitment
has manifested itself in many ways, as a fundamental
component of our long-term activities. The CSR award
received by founder Albert Berner in April 2019, is one
proof of these commitments.
The German CSR Forum rewards forward-thinking personalities who combine sustainable thinking with
innovative solutions. Today, the expectations in CSR, not only from our employees and customers, but
also from many other stakeholders, are constantly growing. This is fully consistent with the evolution
of legislation and societal challenges. It reflects, partly, the growing recognition of the need to ensure
balanced ecosystems, social equity and good corporate governance. The creation of this report is a voluntary
commitment on the part of Berner France. Indeed, our entities are not subject to regulatory extra-financial
reporting. Nevertheless, each year we compile the different actions and those projects, implemented
through the management system and the continuous improvement program, that are aligned with CSR
goals. We thus ensure that we meet and often exceed stakeholder expectations and all legislative and
regulatory requirements in these areas.
With this report, we wish to set out all our CSR commitments, in order to maintain a strong, lasting,
transparent and close relationship with all our partners.
This report consists of seven chapters, each one of them corresponds to one of the seven core subjects of
the voluntary international standard ISO 26000.
The entire Berner team joins me in wishing you an excellent read.

Didier Goguelin
Managing Director Berner France
and Senior VP Region South Europe
Berner SARL – Berner Industry Services SAS
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Our values
Berner Group, a family business managed by the second generation, attaches great importance to tradition
and values. Present in three business areas, active in 23 countries with 46 subsidiaries, the Berner Group
and its employees live our values daily. These values serve as both an anchor and a compass. They enable
us to face the challenges of today’s world with confidence. They are the foundation of our corporate culture
and our actions.

b.proud - pride
Our successes of yesterday, our energy for tomorrow. It’s the success we’ve had so far that drives us
forward. At the Berner Group we are convinced of this.
b.real - pragmatism
Be honest. Be pragmatic. Be true to your word. No matter how much we change and despite constant
progress: we do not forget where we came from. Berner Group is and remains honest, genuine and reliable.
b.responsable - responsibilty
Think sustainable. Acting responsibly. Taking responsibility for the consequences. As a family business,
responsibility is of paramount importance. For the Berner Group, this means thinking sustainably, acting
responsibly and taking responsibility for the consequences of our actions.
b.hungry - surpassing oneself
Set ambitious goals. Make a full commitment. Getting involved day after day. We come from the German
middle class. We are fighters. We have big goals and are committed - every day. This is the philosophy of the
employees of the Berner Group.
b.brave - courage
Dare. Accept your mistakes. Learn faster. Succeed together.
Courage allows us to accept mistakes, to dare new things and to succeed together.
b.connected - sharing
Optimize your relationships. Multiply your knowledge. Start by implementing. Maximum interconnection
means more knowledge and efficiency. At the Berner Group we are committed to bringing together our
departments, brands, suppliers and customers.
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Strategy and objectives
Each year, we review a “commitment letters” in order to translate the corporate strategy into clear
commitments and priorities and to identify the objectives to be achieved. Our commitments cover strict
compliance with all applicable regulations. All of this in a dynamic of continuous improvement.

QUALITY

HEALTH & SAFATY
The control of professional risks
in order to limit work accidents.

Client satisfaction.
Turnover.
The “ On Time Logistics ”
indicator: delivery time respected.

ENVIRONMENT

ENERGY
Energy savings for buildings and
for the car fleet.

Reduction in the production of
waste.
Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions.
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Continuous improvement and CSR
Adopting a continuous improvement approach has been part of Berner’s DNA for many years.
The approach has become more formalized over time. The
«Continuous Improvement» program was first developed within the
Supply Chain department, and then it was the sedentary employees
in the offices who were made aware of the approach. The objectives
of this approach:
Contribute to improving the functioning of our company,
make our processes more fluid and less complex.
Contribute to improving daily tasks based on how we feel about the problems and dysfunctions
we encounter every day.
To improve working conditions in the company.
Avoid unnecessary tasks, unnecessary travel, reduce the risk of accidents...
Increase the satisfaction of our customers.

At Berner, CSR has always been an integral part of the company’s activities. Over time, the approach has been
more and more developed and structured. The company’s commitment is to be able to combine economic
activity by taking into account the elements that make up the seven core subjects of the ISO 26000 CSR
standard. Our CSR commitments are to ensure and stimulate our daily mobilization as a company in order to
accompany our customers in their own CSR approach, and to guarantee our employees, partners, suppliers
and future generations our full mobilization with regard to these issues. All of our commitments made during
the 2019-2020 fiscal year are therefore listed in relation to these sevencore subjects.

The 7 chapters of the ISO 26000 standard

Responsible &
transparent
governance

Respect of
individuals

Quality of life
at work

Nature
protection
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Ethics of
practice

Responsible
products and
services

Commitment
to the public
interest
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Integrating continuous improvement into our processes
Our company must provide guarantees for its overall and sustainable performance. To do so, it has the
possibility to implement numerous management tools that give meaning and overall coherence to its
commitment. The aim of these approaches is both to improve the performance of the organization and to
improve risk control and therefore, overall, to contribute to the sustainability of the company:
The CSR approach, by the vast range of issues and themes, it suggests to address and control,
constitutes the «what».
The ISO approach, through the internal organization and structuring of processes, is the «how
to get there.
The lean approach, through work on non-value added (Mudas), brings tools to achieve it.

International standardized norms such as ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 45001 and ISO 50001 help build the
foundation and fundamentals of performance. They enable the monitoring of risk control and good practices,
and act as a regulator of Lean management. In turn, Lean comes to revisit quality and brings it back to life in
its own way.
While the integrated management system is an approach that ensures customer focus, the safety of our
employees, control of our environmental impacts and energy efficiency, the CSR approach, for its part,
consists of broadening the spectrum of influence and integrating the principles of sustainable development.
Berner therefore relies on the integrated management system to adjust it so that it can gradually cover those
aspects of Corporate Social Responsibility that are not yet integrated.
The implementation of Lean makes processes more competitive, fluid and agile (physical flows, information
flows, financial flows), without forgetting the mobilization of human resources, and acts as a booster for the
integrated management system.
These approaches are based on dynamics that are soundly articulated:
The dynamic of continuous improvement, inherent in all these approaches to contribute to the
performance of organizations.
Including the understanding of customers’ as well as all stakeholders’ current and future needs
and expectations. All these are essential elements of any Quality, Health & Safety, Environment,
Energy and CSR approach.
Working on the stakes and analysis of «risks and opportunities» is a common approach to ISO
standards and is the method indicated for carrying out a diagnosis of extra-financial performance.
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Berner group
Founded in 1957 in Künzelsau, Germany, the Berner Group has over the years become a major international
player in the omnichannel distribution of high-quality products and services to professionals in the construction,
mobility and industrial maintenance industries, as well as in the development, manufacture and marketing
of specialized technical chemicals. The Berner Group is the umbrella brand of the company group with the
brands Berner, BTI, Caramba, ambratec and KENT forming the pillars.

1957

> 1,2 M€

10
M
customers

46 companies
in
23 countries
Europe

Foundation in
Künzelsau

of turnover

9

8 200
employees

230 000

product references
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Berner France
For more than fifty years, Berner has been working in France to meet the most demanding expectations
of professionals in the construction, mobility and industrial maintenance sectors. To achieve this, the brand
relies on strong values, modern and international logistics and a remarkable range of products and services.

1969

> 250 M€

CONSTRUCTION

MOBILITY

Foundation in
Saint-Julien-du-Sault

of turnover

1 500
employees

INDUSTRIAL
MAINTENANCE

3 pillars of success
An omnichannel distribution centered on customers: a sales force of 1000 vendors, working
in close proximity and availability, whose mission is to make the 100,000 customers benefit from
Berner’s know-how and skills to develop and maintain a relationship based on trust, professionalism
and quality of service. Thanks to this interconnected ecosystem, customers benefit from Berner’s
quality of service, regardless of the preferred point of contact.
A wide range of more than 25,000 references: available and deliverable throughout France within
24 to 48 hours.
A recognized quality of service: a high level commercial and logistic system with, in particular, a
46,000 m² logistics center and a customer relations department integrated in Saint-Julien-du-Sault.
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Berner France & Berner Industry Services
247

1 583

8%

million euros
of turnover

(fiscal year of
01/04/2019-31/03/2020).

52 %

Industry

turnover
by industry
sector

employees

at the end of December 2019.

39 %

Mobility

Construction

25 000

product references

46 000 sqm
of warehouses

89 %

of satisfied customers
(More than 10,000 Berner customers responded
to the satisfaction barometer after their purchases in 2019-2020).

100 000

A site in Saint-Julien-du-Sault (Yonne) :
headquarters of Berner SARL, support functions
and logistics center of both companies.

CUSTOMERS

10 000 colis
shipped each day.

ISO 9001
Quality

ISO 14001
Environment

2 new points of sale

open in the Lyon and Lille regions.
OHSAS 45001
Health and
Security

ISO 50001
Energy

Quadruple
certification

1 209 755

17,7%

unique visitors on
both sites.

of the realized turnover
on the internet for Berner
sarl and 9,4% for Berner
Industry Services.
www.berner.fr
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+2,2%

increase in sales on the Berner sarl
website and + 0,4 % pour Berner
Industry Services.
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Management of Covid-19 within Berner France
Due to COVID-19 and following the decisions taken by the government, Berner France very quickly took all the
necessary measures to protect its employees and customers and guarantee them continuity of service. Thus,
the company has set up a specific organization to meet the needs of its customers through its employees
and digital solutions. The employees were able to quickly adapt to the situation. For example, the IT team
managed to provide equipment’s to almost all the sedentary staff. As new government announcements
were made, the company adjusted the necessary measures: team rotation to respect the accurate number
of employees per square meter, systematic temperature taking, wearing of masks, gloves, and disinfection
of workstations, use of teleworking, etc. Thanks to the company’s omnichannel approach, our customers
have been able to continue ordering via digital channels and by telephone, thus guaranteeing a certain level
of economic activity.

12

HUMAN
RIGHTS
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The key figures
Gender Equality
Berner has long been committed to ensuring a career for its employees. The result of the calculation of the
French Gender Equality Index, published in 2020, is an annual report drawn up by the companies to target
the wage gaps that may exist between male and female employees. It demonstrates Berner’s commitment
in this area. With a point total of 85, the company is above the targets set by the state at 75. The four areas
of focus for 2017 were again selected and studied, each of them allowing the implementation of relevant and
effective measures.
These areas are:

Access to employment.

85 100

Professional promotion.
Effective remuneration.

//

Professional training.

F/W Equality Index

Male/Female
Breakdown

60%

Male/Female
Breakdown by status

40 %
Executives 12 %
Apprentices / Pro contracts 0,5 %
Supervisors 0,5 %

Total
18 %

0,8 % 1,3 %
1%

1,5 %

7%

14 %

21 %

Representatives 30 %

14 %

44 %

9%

5%

14 %

Employees

Sales representatives

14

6%
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Pyramid of seniority
349

297

8,6

304

264

years old average seniority
224
197

142

136

122 126

106 112

99

82

78

78

90

59

-1 an

1 à -3 ans

3 à -6 ans

6 à -9 ans

9 à -12 ans

12 à -15 ans

56

18 à -21 ans

15 à -18 ans

53

21 à 24 ans

2018

+24 ans

2019

FOCUS ON ...
THE AWARD CEREMONY FOR THE WORK MEDALS
Every year, a Berner and Labor Medal ceremony is
organized and rewards loyal employees in different
categories: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and even 35 years
of career. A moment of sharing appreciated by the
employees. As every year, the medal ceremony is a
highlight for all. This celebration is a mark of respect
for our employees who work every day for the
success of the company.

Pyramid of ages
277
258
220

218

166

41,2

227

195

194

193

199

196

167
125

71

years old average

131

84

25
-25 years

25 à -30 years

30 à -35 years

35 à -40 years

40 à -45 years

45 à -50 years

15

50 à -55 years

55 à -60 years

28

+60 years

2018

2019
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Employment of disabled person
The partnership with the ESAT (establishment and service of assistance through work) makes it possible to
provide disabled workers with medico-social and educational support in a protected environment. 21 people
from the ESAT worked at Berner 2019 – 2020.
The actions implemented by Berner France concerning the employment of disabled persons:
Simplified access to clear and precise information on disability for each employee.
Assistance in preparing the disabled worker declaration file for those who wish to declare
themselves.

50 positions

50 people

have been refurbished.

have RQTH* status (Berner et Berner
Industry Services combined).
*Recognized as a disabled worker.

FOCUS ON ...
“EWEPD”
For the European Week for the Employment of
People with Disabilities, 2019, in-house activities
and games about professional disability were
offered to employees. This event, which is
appreciated by employees, helps raise awareness
of occupational disability, reduce prejudices and
provide information on the systems and aids set
up by the companies.
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Youth Employment
A special attention is given to the hiring and integration of young people. In addition to the actions implemented
to ensure the smooth integration of young people into the company, Berner is committed in a trade-union
agreement on youth employment to provide the best possible training for new entrants and is committed
to welcoming work-study students and apprentices for the entire duration of the agreement. This year, 20
work-study students and apprentices were recruited.

FOCUS ON ...
THE INTEGRATION MORNING
In September 2019, a half integration day was
organized for all trainees, as soon as they arrived,
to facilitate their integration into the company.
The morning program included a presentation
of the company, a presentation of the trainees,
choice of a sponsor (former students), a visit to
the logistics center, a quiz on Berner and, finally,
a meal together in the company restaurant.

Employment of seniors
The company is committed to maintain its recruitment policy. In accordance with the principle of equal
access to employment, age can only be taken into consideration during recruitment if applications are of
equal quality, skills and motivation.
The main actions implemented under the terms of the Generation Agreement are as follows:

Training in gestures and postures.
Tools for lifting heavy loads.
Workstation organization.
Automatic transmission vehicle for the sales force.
Vehicle with ergonomic seat.
Work time arrangement.
Financing of a retirement balance sheet from the age of 55.

17
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The corporate culture
Inform on company projects
In April 2019, the Communication department launched a quarterly newsletter to provide information on
company projects, employee services news and presentation of the company’s various businesses and client
services. This new communication tool, appreciated by employees, strengthens the internal communication,
already in place with the internal social network: Yammer.
When Didier Goguelin arrived as Senior Vice President in October 2017, he quickly set up quarterly meetings
with all employees. These meetings, called “Rencontre et Partage” (Meeting and Sharing), provides an
opportunity to discuss strategy, results and company projects. The sessions last 45 minutes and during
these sessions, employees can ask questions directly to Didier Goguelin or to the managers and employees
presenting different strategies and ongoing projects.

18
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Raising awareness on CSR events
#EWWR
The European Week for Waste Reduction took place from November 16 to 24, 2019. On this occasion, Berner
France organized workshops, online and board games to raise the awareness of its employees on waste
reduction and sorting in the workplace, but also at home. A collection of clothing and toys for the Pénélope
association, based in Sens (89), was also organized.

#SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT WEEK
For several years now, the company has been organizing
a week around Sustainable Development to raise
employee awareness on various themes. This year, the
theme chosen was occupational risks in the company.
Activities were organized on the theme of occupational
risks, and as a gift a beautiful reusable bamboo fiber
mug! A good opportunity to get together and share on
topics related to occupational health and safety.

19
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Federating around sporting events
#THE NIEDERHALL MARATHON
Over a weekend, employees from all subsidiaries of the Berner Group participated in the ebm-papst marathon
in Niederhall, Germany. About 15 runners represented Berner France.

#THE RACE THE PINK STRIDES
On October 13th, 2019, more than 60 employees registered and participated in the 2nd edition of the Foulées
Roses in Auxerre. The 6.5 km course on the banks of the Yonne could be done by walking or running. With
the 9,000 participants, more than €38,000 was raised for the association “l’Yonne en rose”, responsible for
donating this sum to the fight against breast cancer.

20
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Celebrating 50 years of Berner
On June 27, 2019, Berner France celebrated its 50th anniversary in the presence of its 1,500 employees,
Christian Berner and members of the group’s executive committee. This event, embodied by the value
#bconnected, was marked by several highlights. It was the first time that Berner France brought all its
employees together for a festive evening. The 1,000 vendors first participated in a two-hour workshop.
They rediscovered the company’s flagship projects, as well as the changes in internal services over the last
five decades: product marketing, training, IT, customer relations management, point of sale, sustainable
development, etc.

Quality of work life
Quality of work life at work is a guarantee of involvement, sense of belonging, and performance for Berner.
This is why the company strives to create a healthy work environment by ensuring that its premises and
working methods comply with the strictest rules of safety and comfort for all its employees. The latter must
be able to carry out their activities in the best conditions of well-being. The layout of work and relaxation
areas is designed to provide spacious and pleasant places, with appropriate insulation and air conditioning.

21

LABOUR
PRACTICES
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In this section on labor relations and working conditions, we will look back at the key employment figures for
Berner (Berner sarl and Berner Industry Services) and the improvements in working conditions achieved in
the past year. Finally, we will look again at the various training programs that have been put in place to ensure
that Berner is at the heart of its employees’ professional concerns.

The key figures
Hirings

400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
2017

2018

2019

The hiring rate at Berner is on the rise, with an increase
of approximately 23% between 2017 and 2019.

Social dialogue
Employee representative bodies meet regularly to represent the interests of
employees by intervening upstream of decisions affecting the future of the
company in order to express their opinions on management projects and, where
appropriate, to formulate any proposals designed to ensure that the interests of
employees are taken into account. In 2019, there were 21 meetings.
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21

meetings with

employee representative
bodies in 2019- 2020.
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Integration
Properly integrating and training employees is of paramount importance to Berner and is one of the company’s
priority development projects. Training them means helping them to progress, to keep their skills in step with
technical developments, so that they stay in step with a fast-moving world. To offer its customers the quality
and service that corresponds to the promise of its signature “Experts by passion”, Berner offers specialized
integration programs, individual development programs and training hours, the number of which is constantly
growing.
Since March 2018, an integration email has been created and sent to all employees. This
email contains essential information about the company under various headings and intranet
applications.
Each employee follows a personalized integration called “Berner Tour”, during which they
discover the different departments of the company and receive training on quality, environment
and health and safety.
The sales force also follows an integration process. The latter has evolved over the years to help
new recruits succeed in their professional development with a better grasp of the business
of tomorrow. It’s made up of six stages enabling new sales staff to gradually discover the
company, the corporate values and sales techniques. A new step was implemented this year,
the “Vie ma vie” – “Live my life” program, which allows the sales force to discover the daily life
of their sedentary colleagues, thanks to four days dedicated to the discovery of the different
departments.
The Supply Chain integration and awareness path for new employees has been improved by
the Lean Supply Chain team in 2018-2019 in order to provide an identical training for each new
employee, regardless of which part of the Supply Chain they will be working, to help them find
their way more easily and be operational more quickly.

26 days
of training in total when integrating a
new sales force employee.
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Skills development
Employee training is of paramount importance at Berner and is one of the company’s priority development
projects. In 1997 Berner France set up its own training center, the Berner France Campus. Approved as
a training organization since 2015, its vocation is to create personalized training courses for mobile and
sedentary employees as well as for companies wishing to set up trainings for their employees. Throughout
their professional life, they are supported. The development of the employees and their potential for evolution
is essential.

The key figures

2,26 %

of the payroll allocated to the effort of
employee training for Berner sarl and 2.23% for
Berner Industry Services.

31 789 hours
of training in 2019 for Berner sarl and 1640 hours
in 2019 for Berner Industry Services.

60 and more
trainings available in-house and endless possibilities
via partner organizations.
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Skills development
Since 2014, a skills development program is available for employees. This program, called the «Nexstep
Leadership Initiative», is made up of five different programs, depending on the status of employees and their
needs. These programs enable each participant to deepen their individual and personal development in the
professional context from a leadership perspective.

16 employees

trained under the MOVE program (175 hours
of training).

In 2018, Berner France implemented an internal application within the Optipass company that
allows for effective monitoring of training (given by in-house and field trainers) and to take
stock of the skills acquired or still to be acquired by sales staff at 3, 6 and 9 months.
This application allows:

APP

OPTIPASS
OPT O
IPA PT
SS IP
AS
S

to quickly and efficiently follow the training path of sales representatives,

to constitute an efficient internal relay between the trainers at headquarters, the field
trainers and the sales managers,
to highlight employees’ skills and avenues for progress and to carry out effective action plans,

to promote the transmission of know-how in companies.
This application is part of a sustainable development approach because it eliminates the paper and validation
workflows previously used. It also encourages the commitment and success of our employees thanks to its
dynamic and fun interface.
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Actions in favour of health and safety at work
Aware of its responsibilities in terms of health and safety in the workplace, Berner works to maintain a quality
of professional life for all its employees. In June 2019, we have been certified ISO 45001, which allows us to
better control the impacts and risks related to our activities, prevention and awareness training.

FOCUS ON ...

HEALTH AND SAFETY TRAINING

Road safety for the sales force
(phone while driving,
winter tire equipment, etc.).

Awareness raising on
the use of mechanical
stackers

Personal protective equipment
(786 sales representatives trained.)

Continuation of fire
extinguisher training for
employees (theory and practice).

Training courses and employees

786

Personal Protective Equipment

97

Road safety

36
34

Maintaining the skills of second intervention
team members
Maintaining the skills of the first-aid worker
at work

16
13

ADR level 1
Bi- and tri-directional cart drive

7

First-Aiders
Personal Protective Equipment’s control
Electrical clearance
Fire Safety Officer Recycling

6
4
2
27
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The single risk assessment document (SRAD)
The prevention of occupational risks is more than ever
a priority. This year, again with a view to improving
employee working conditions, the company continued
its efforts by investing in the development of high-risk
areas on the site. This year, the Single Occupational
Risk Assessment Document (SRAD) was revised by
involving the employees concerned in each work unit.
Several times a month, the Sustainable Development
and Safety departments identify all the risks they
encounter in the field. This identification is followed by
an analysis and ranking of these risks at Berner. This
enables us to define the most appropriate preventive actions, covering technical, human and organizational
dimensions, and to ensure the health and safety of employees as best as possible. With this collaborative
action, the SRAD is in adequacy with the reality of the field, and the various services are sensitized on the
subjects of health and safety at work. Thanks to this review, the road risk, among others, has been identified
as a significant risk at Berner. Actions have been implemented following this assessment. For the year 20192020, the lean logistics team has implemented several actions to facilitate the work of logistics employees
and to improve the efficiency of certain activities, thanks to the ideas for improvements proposed by many
volunteers.

Focus on ...
IMPROVEMENTS IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN: THE WEIGHT REJECTION STATION
In order to make sure that the prepared packages
do not have any errors, they pass to the “weight
control” station, if the current weight measured by
the scale is different from the theoretical weight,
the package is put on its side and is analyzed by an
order picker to identify the error.To keep the software
up to date, the items are regularly weighed. As a
result of these measurements, errors at the «reject
weight» item have been reduced by 50% and more
than 12% of the items have been weighed in nine
months. Manual verification by an order picker has
therefore been considerably reduced.

-50%

This is the reduction
recorded in the «weight
rejection» item.

28

+3 000

items weighed in 9 months.
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The key figures
Berner France’s safety performance is measured with the frequency and severity rates, these two KPIs
allows us to compare our results with national averages on the frequency and severity of accidents . Here
are our results over the last 3 years.
Number of word accidents

56

41

36

37
32

27

2017

2018

9
SEDENTARY
WORKERS

MOBILE SALES
REPRESENTATIVES

9
SEDENTARY
WORKERS

MOBILE SALES
REPRESENTATIVES

SEDENTARY
WORKERS

MOBILE SALES
REPRESENTATIVES

19

2019

“The frequency rate” is the ratio between the total number of accidents resulting in death or total disability
of at least one day and the number of hours of exposure to the risk. The actual “severity rate”is the ratio
between the number of calendar days actually lost as a result of occupational accidents (at the workplace)
and the number of hours of exposure to the risk. The company used the national average of equivalent
Frequency rate (FR)
2017

12,83

2018

13,69

2019

14,84

Severity rate (SR)

14,8

14,8

14,8

FR Berner

2017

0,86

2018

0,9

2019

1,03

1

1

1

SR Berner

FR national
average of
equivalent
companies.
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SR national
average of
equivalent
companies.

ENVIRONMENT
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The company's environmental challenges
The ISO 14001 certification helps us improving the performance of our organization in order to take into
account the new external expectations of the company’s environmental performances.
Implementing an environmental management system requires identifying the impacts and risks that the
company’s activity may generate. After that, developing effective and adapted policies to prevent any
negative consequences, is necessary. Our environmental targets allow for increased monitoring to avoid and
limit these impacts. A specialized regulatory watch team monitors appearance of new regulations and new
stakeholders expectations in order to anticipate any necessary adjustments of the management system.

ISO 14001
Environment

Since obtaining ISO certification in 2007, environmental protection at Berner has
been closely linked to the promotion of health and safety. Since 2007, Berner has
also been one of the «Installations classified for environmental protection» under
the law of July 19, 1976. Currently classified as a Seveso low threshold facility,
the prevention and limitation of industrial and natural risks is a key concern for
the company. Our proactive risk prevention and limitation policy is necessary to
reduce risks as much as possible and prevent accidents from occurring or master
their consequences. Risks and impacts are identified and evaluated at least once
a year. For Berner, the most important risk is related to fire safety. To help prevent
fire in the workplace, our risk assessment has identified what could cause a fire
to start, i.e. sources of ignition (heat or sparks) and substances that burn, and the
people who may be at risk. The biggest environmental impact where actions are
implemented is the consumption of energy.
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Optimised and efficient transportation
Our main freight transport service providers are also committed to a CSR approach. With these transporters,
the objective is to ensure the OTL* 6pm commitment (an order made before 6pm must be shipped the next
day to the customer). Over this year, the OTL has been achieved at 99%.
At the Berner site, load optimization measures have been in place for 4 years now: 530 km per day on the
routes have been saved. Thanks to the work of the teams, the number of tractions (kilometers traveled)
remains stable, despite the increase in volume to be transported.
The transport’s after sales service evaluates the quality of each transporter through an anomaly rate. A
service quality assessment is then carried out every two months with the transporters in order to improve
it. The transport’s after sales service evaluates the quality of each transporter through an anomaly rate. A
service quality assessment is then carried out every two months with the transporters in order to improve it.

99%

*OTL : On Time Logistic.

OTL 16h = an order placed
before 4pm is shipped the
next day to the customer.

10 000

packages shipped per day.
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A responsible car fleets
For several years, Berner has been striving to ensure customer satisfaction while reducing the CO2 emissions
generated by its fleet of vehicles and the transport of its products. Every year, the Fleet Department selects
the best vehicles based on cost, safety equipment, comfort and CO2 emissions. In 2019, the Ibiza model
was added to the fleet, this vehicle emits an average of 94 g CO2/km. The Clio model is also offered, it emits
95 g CO2/km.

250

steam washing was entrusted to a local contractor. to the
high-temperature dry steam blasting, the water consumption
is reduced by up to 90% and cleaning time by 40% compared
to a high-pressure cleaner. A significant water saving!

6

electric terminals have been installed in the parking lot
and are available to employees with electric vehicles.

31 638 298 km

were covered by the teams during the years 2019- 2020.

2

road safety meetings were organized for the entire sales force.
This year, the topics discussed during these awareness
sessions were screens and claims with third parties.

6,53 litres/km
is the average consumption of the vehicles.
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3 R's : reduce, recycle, reclaim
Reduce
Paper consumption has been reduced thanks to the dematerialization of supplier and customer
invoices. Indeed, the EDI (electronic data interchange) project allows the development and
implementation of interfaces between a customer and Berner with the help of computer flows
that automate the generation, sending and recording of any electronic transaction.
Since 2017, Berner has also been using paperless pay slips.
An electronic document management system (EDM) has been set up, allowing each department
to enter their documents and optimize their management and operation.
For cardboard, we deliver products to customers directly in the supplier’s packaging as soon as
possible. We also optimize the size of the package thanks to a logistics system that saves space
in the truckers and thus optimizes deliveries.
Used pallets are revalued by our local partner, who reconditions them. With this action, the
logistics center has gained space, eliminating the cost of transport and processing, thus reducing
the company’s carbon footprint by saving 260 km of travel time.

Recycle
The sorting of waste classified as common industrial waste (CIW) or specific industrial waste
(SIW) in logistics is implemented with skips and containers.
The administrative departments are also equipped with sorting garbage cans (paper, pens,
batteries and small batteries, cell phones, cardboard, plastics, cans, etc.).
Metals are sorted using different garbage cans.
The cardboard boxes are compacted into bales and handed over to our partner who deposits
them in a cardboard box.
Containers are set up to collect chemicals such as solvents, aerosols, glues, sealants, etc.). The
products are managed by Veolia.
The plastic is recycled in bales and managed by a recycling supplier.
The rest of the non-hazardous waste is sorted and then recycled.
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The hardware is changed regularly to ensure the performance of the tools. Old hardware is
returned to the supplier for reuse and revaluation.
The paper used is recycled. Berner is a member of CITEO, as part of the obligation to “Extended
Producer Responsibility”.This approach made it possible to finance the paper collection of 4,800
inhabitants and the recycling of 80 tons of paper.

The treatment and recovery of our waste

+15

651 €

saved through waste recovery
for the year 2019-2020.

97%

of waste is recovered

Over the year 2019, no less than 473 tons of waste will be removed.

10%
8%

67%

Iron and steel.
Cardboard boxes.
Plastic materials.

14%

Hazardous wastes.
Papers.

1%
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Controlling energy consumption
The energy used for the company’s activity comes from green electricity and natural gas. To reduce the
environmental and energy impact, Berner France is authorized to use water from a water table to supply
calories to the heat pump that heats the site. Natural gas is only used during the coldest periods, so as not
to exceed the groundwater pumping thresholds imposed by the prefectoral decree.

37%

33%

Production
(logistics)

6%

Administration

8%

Heat/Cool
(heat pump)

16%

Kitchen

Warehouse lighting

Within the framework of our ISO 50001 energy management certification, Berner has set itself the target of
reducing its energy consumption by 15% for the year 2019-2020 compared to 2014-2015. Here is an overview
of the actions taken.

-20%

of energy consumption
compared to 2014-2015.

As of this year, the entire infrastructure since this year, the entire
infrastructure is under home automation with computer-aided
maintenance management. All the metering systems for the heat pump,
electricity and gas are managed on servers. This makes it possible to
detect anomalies and monitor all consumption more easily thanks to the
automatons.
For the diffusion of light on the site, LED bulbs, Compact Fluo or even
low consumption electronic T5s have been installed.

Objective
achieved !

The heating and electricity are switched off in the evening and restarted
automatically every morning. Internal communications are also regularly
posted in the lobby.
New employees benefit from training in eco-gestures during the Quality,
Safety, Environment and Energy awareness sessions.
We control our energy consumption despite the increase of the evolution
of the number of employees on the site.
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Developing biodiversity
For several years, measures have been taken to limit the impact of the activity on biodiversity and to raise
employee awareness:
Maintenance of green spaces is carried out in an environmentally friendly manner in order to limit
the impact on the environment.
The water used for the heat pump comes from the water table, which is then discharged into a
pond that is home to many fishes.
Beehives have been installed since 2011 to allow the development of the flora on our site.
An extinction of the buildings is programmed every night in order to limit our energy consumption
and not to disturb the nocturnal fauna.

In addition to these actions implemented, internal communication actions are regularly organized to raise
employee awareness (Earth Day, sale of honey, etc.).

FOCUS ON ...
THE SALE OF HONEY
Approximately ten apiaries are installed on
the Saint-Julien-du-Sault site in order to
contribute to biodiversity. The harvested
honey is then sold to employees and the
proceeds from the sale are donated to the
association “Les Restos du Coeur”.

37
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Fair operationg practices
Being a reliable, loyal and honest partner is one of our priorities. To achieve this, we have put in place
several actions and procedures to guarantee transparency, trust and quality to our various stakeholders.
Thus, several actions have been implemented at the group level and for each subsidiary.

Code of conduct
All Berner suppliers have signed the “Berner Code of Conduct”, which serves as a frame of reference in terms
of compliance with labor standards and ethical, social and environmental requirements. All new suppliers sign
the code of conduct.
In addition, Berner requires all suppliers to adhere to and implement the Business Social Compliance Initiative
(BSCI). The BSCI is an initiative led by companies that are committed to improving working conditions in their
international supply chains.
Supply Chain
The “Supply Chain” committee meets monthly to coordinate ongoing projects and ensure their compliance,
optimize procedures, while integrating sustainable development aspects.
Supplier quality monitoring
We evaluate the quality of our suppliers according to the respect of the deadlines and the conformity of each
delivery.
Supplier improvement visits
Depending on the results of the monitoring, we organize visits to suppliers where the indicators are not up to
expectations in order to analyze their operations in more detail and to find solutions together.
Anti-bribery policy
All employees are trained in the Article 17 of the SAPIN II law. A rigorous internal control process and an alert
system on the company’s intranet have been set up.
Centralization of purchases
Since 2016, purchasing functions have been centralized at Group level with employees in the various European
countries. This allows for greater transparency and traceability toward our suppliers.
The GDPR
Data protection is of particular importance to our company and our group. The processing of personal data
is always carried out in accordance with the Data Protection Act (LIL) and the EU General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) as well as all other applicable laws. Our company has implemented several technical
and organizational measures to ensure the most comprehensive possible protection of the personal data
processed.
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The customer at the heart of our concerns
We work every day to satisfy our customers, in order to meet their expectations both in terms of the
quality of our products and services but also in terms of their relationship with the Berner brand. For
this purpose, we have implemented for several years different approaches and actions.
In this chapter, we will come back to the creation of new channels and business models with the idea
of giving customers a choice, keeping in touch via social networks, putting ourselves in their shoes and
creating new services close to their daily concerns.

1 000

sales representatives

1

2
shops in

customer service
located in France

Lyon and Lille

CUSTOMER

25 000

+50 000

references available
on the website

downloads
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A customer experience approach
For the past 9 months, as part of its customer satisfaction program, Berner France has decided to
implement a new loyalty indicator that aims to measure our customers’ attachment to our brand with
a simple question: “Based on your experience with Berner, do you intend to order with Berner in the
future?” An unsatisfied customer who declares himself to be loyal should alert us to the steps that
need to be taken. It is therefore imperative that the customer experience center reverses this negative
feeling and plays a reassurance role.
Today, when the customer evaluates us below 7/10, this triggers a second questionnaire that will
question him/her on the real reason for his/her dissatisfaction.

89%

This is the loyalty rate
recorded in the first
quarter of 2019!

Binomial field / sedentary representatives
Since January 2019, in its desire to innovate and to offer a differentiation
axis to its customers, Berner France offers a new commercial approach
by creating a binomail with sales force in the field and a sedentary sales
force. The sedentary sales representative works hand in hand with his
itinerant sales representative to develop a territory, ensure continuity of
services and a presence with our customers.
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An omni-channel approach via digitalization
SOCIAL NETWORKS
Since April 2018, Berner France has opened its
Facebook page and LinkedIn page to share its
news and interact with its community. Product
news, promotions and expert advice are posted
on Facebook while corporate and employer
brand information is shared on LinkedIn

.

THE BERNER BLOG
Since December 2017, Berner France has had a blog on
which the company writes useful articles on products
but also on corporate news. More than a marketing tool,
the Berner blog is intended to inform, inform, help our
customers to make their choice among our products, and
to bring the employer brand to life.

THE WEBSITE
To meet the expectations and needs of our
customers, the website is regularly updated
and improved. Recently, the search engine
has been optimized to be more efficient and
more useful for our connected customers.

SMARTPHONE APPLICATION
In 2018, the Berner smartphone application was
updated to meet customer expectations.
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Two points of sale in the region
VAULX-EN-VELIN
To further improve proximity to its customers, Berner France opened its first point of sale in Vaulx-enVelin in March 2019. With this new distribution channel, the company has now a local presence and
offers various services to customers in this region: real-time availability of products and materials and
the provision of additional services - in particular direct delivery to the construction site. The new point
of sale concept is characterized by large storage areas with a showroom and offices for sales meetings.

WASQUEHUAL
This new store is located in Wasquehal, a town of 20,000 inhabitants, 7 km from downtown Lille,
precisely in the very dynamic Pilaterie business park. The concept is indeed the same as that of the
Lyon store, i.e. a space designed halfway between the store (250 m²) and the local warehouse (400
m²). The whole is mixed by a multitude of services and orchestrated by a synergy between our different
channels (store, local and sedentary sales representatives, customer service and website). On the
service side, the Wasquehal store offers 8 services designed to help professionals on a daily basis and
to facilitate the routing of their orders (express delivery on site, secure collection lockers, etc.). Bulk
sales of screws and bolts is also being experimented.
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Societal projects
Since 2017, Berner France supports projects with a social purpose, every year, these projects that
contribute to improving society. Remember, in 2017 Berner France supported 8 projects as part of the
60th anniversary of the Berner Group. In 2018-2019, the French subsidiary supported four of them,
proposed by the employees themselves. Every year Berner France issues a call for projects to its
employees. In this way, they propose projects of a societal nature, allowing both to highlight the
company’s business activities (construction, mobility and industry) and to involve the employees in the
realization of these projects.

Project #1 : the Ranch of Hope
Created in 2015, the Ranch of Hope becomes a refuge in
2018. It welcomes farm and domestic animals abandoned or
seized by the gendarmerie. The president of the refuge has
a farm of 8 ha. It houses cats, dogs, chickens, horses, cows,
pigs, goats, etc... In obtaining the status of refuge, work to
bring it up to standard had to be carried out quickly. Berner
France made a cash donation so that the refuge could carry
out the necessary improvements and donated equipment
last November. A half-day on site was organized, during
which ranch volunteers and some twenty Berner employee
volunteers took part in the construction of an additional
kennel, cleaning the boxes and cages, feeding and walking
the animals (dogs and horses).
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Projet #2 : the Guerchy EMI
The Guerchy Medical-Educational Institute, created in 1957,
welcomes some forty children and adolescents with physical
or mental disabilities. In order to help them progress, an
«equestrian mediation» activity has been set up in recent
years. Two draught horses take the youngsters for rides
in harness on a daily basis. They learn how to brush them,
care for them, etc. The educational team therefore needed a
classroom close to the horses’ boxes to welcome and prepare
the young people for the activity throughout the year. Berner
France financed the construction and fitting out of this space.
In addition, the common room, where the shows are held
year-end, needed to be refreshed. For two days, about 30
Berner employees volunteered their time and the EMI staff
painted the common room.

Projet #3 : “La Vie au Grand Air” Foundation
This foundation, created in 1927, takes in children and teenagers who have been urgently removed from
their families and provides them with a roof over their heads and stability until the situation is resolved.
More than 80 people had registered to participate in a solidarity day. The common objective: to brighten
up these homes with the construction of flower boxes, vegetable gardens, an aviary, children’s huts,
painting of a fence and their weight room. Due to the health crisis, the event was postponed to a later
date.

45

employees took part
in societal projects in
2019-2020!
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Meetings between students and companies
Sens highschool - Local mission
In order to raise its profile among students and potential
candidates, Berner opens its doors or goes directly to
the institutions of higher education. Indeed, when one
thinks of an international group such as Berner, there
are often a number of beliefs and preconceptions and,
ultimately, little knowledge of the reality of the jobs
offered by the company.

70

students came to visit the
company in 2019-2020 !

Meetings in the region
The human resources managers in the regions
regularly visit schools and universities to explain the
reality of the sales profession, present the company
and its employment opportunities. BTS, DUT,
vocational high schools, CFA, etc. are at the heart of
these meetings...
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